Functional magnetic resonance imaging detects activation of the visual association cortex during laser acupuncture of the foot in humans
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of laser acupuncture on cerebral activation. Using functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) cortical activations during laser acupuncture at the left foot (Bladder 67) and dummy acupuncture, were compared employing a block design in ten healthy male volunteers. All experiments were done on a 1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance scanner equipped with a circular polarized head coil. During laser acupuncture, we found activation in the cuneus corresponding to Brodmann Area (BA) 18 and the medial occipital gyrus (BA 19) of the ipsilateral visual cortex. Placebo stimulation did not show any activation. We could demonstrate that laser acupuncture of a specific acupoint, empirically related to ophthalmic disorders, leads to activation of visual brain areas, whereas placebo acupuncture does not. These results indicate that fMRI has the potential to elucidate effects of acupuncture on brain activity. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Acupuncture represents one of the oldest and still most frequently employed treatments worldwide. In the West, acupuncture has become generally known lately, however, its acceptance has increased rapidly. The National Institute of Health (USA) recommended acupuncture as an alternative therapy to the American medical professions which can essentially claim scientific validity and suggested that future clinical studies should compare acupuncture with conventional therapy in randomized studies. Acupuncture can be used to treat or support treatment of acute and chronic pain, postoperative and chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting, some forms of bronchial asthma, headache, migraine and drug abuse [13]. Several hypotheses exist to explain the therapeutic effects of acupuncture. For example, the analgesic effects of acupuncture are widely believed to be mediated through descending inhibitory pathways localized to the brainstem [5,11,12,16]. Several structures like mesencephalon, hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens and the limbic system are known to be involved in this analgesic mechanism [5,6,19,21]. Recent functional brain imaging studies could demonstrate the effect of needle acupuncture and the influence of the activities of specific areas of the brain [1,2,6,7,20]. However, relatively few findings have been gained in the area of laser acupuncture. Since laser acupuncture is of considerable practical relevance, we investigated the effect of laser acupuncture on cerebral activation patterns in normal, healthy volunteers using functional magnetic resonance tomography (fMRI). For laser acupuncture, we selected the acupoint Bladder 67 (BL 67) which has been previously studied using needle acupuncture [1].

This study comprises ten healthy, right-handed, naive to acupuncture and medication-free male volunteers (age, 18–38 years; average age, 25.2 ± 5.5) without any history of neurological, psychiatric or internal disorders and no history of drug abuse. All subjects signed a written consent form
and the study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee. For acupuncture, we selected the left acupoint BL 67 (ZhiYin) which is located at the lateral nail angle of the little toe. The acupoint BL 67 is traditionally used to treat a variety of eye disorders. BL 67 of the volunteers was identified with an acupoint detector (Silberbauer®-Austria).

The acupuncture was performed with a low power diode laser (Minilaser 2010F®, Helbo-Medizintechnik, Gallspach, Austria) that operates with a continuous laser beam, 10 mW power output and a wave length of 670 nm.

The protocol consisted of two fMRI runs in each volunteer. Subjects were instructed to remain relaxed with their hands upon the abdomen, to keep their eyes closed and not to focus on any specific mental activity. The light within the magnet room was dimmed and during measurement there were no other sounds besides the scanner noise. The first fMRI run was a dummy stimulation (DS) with the acupuncture laser device at acupoint BL 67. During DS, the device was placed onto the skin targeting acupoint BL 67 prior to the start of the fMRI measurement to elicit the same tactile stimulus as during the laser stimulation (LS). Throughout the fMRI measurement, the device remained without moving exactly in the same position and the laser light was switched off. The second fMRI run was the LS of acupoint BL 67, completely identical to the DS, but now the laser light was alternately switched on and off. A direct activation of the visual system through the laser light can be excluded since the laser was situated on the foot outside the magnetic resonance (MR)-scanner behind a black screen and the head was situated in the head coil inside the MR-scanner.

In order to exclude conditioning and long-lasting effects of the LS, we scheduled the DS before the LS. Due to the well-established fact that blood oxygen level dependent-imaging detects haemodynamic changes, we performed the DS to show that our experimental setting did not induce any other activations beside those of laser acupuncture. Furthermore, we needed the DS to blind the subjects to exclude effects of anticipation. Due to the fact that the only difference between LS and DS was switching the light on/off, the volunteers could not distinguish DS from LS. The subjects were told that the dummy and LS would be presented in a random order.

We employed a block design with two conditions (on and off) with each block lasting 40 s in which five images (TR = 8 s) were acquired (time series: RARARAR; Fig. 1). For the LS, the light was only switched on during the on condition, in the dummy condition the light was switched off during the whole run. Prior to the time series, five dummy images were collected and excluded from data analysis. Foam padding and a special helmet fixed to the head coil were used to restrict head motions during all measurements (Fig. 2).

All experiments were performed on a 1.5 Tesla whole body scanner (Magnetom VISION, Siemens, Germany) with an echo-planar capable gradient system (rise time, 300 µs; gradient strength, 25 mT/ms) and a circular polarized head coil (field of view = 250 mm). For fMRI, we employed T2* weighted single shot echo-planar sequences (scan repetition time (TR) = 0.96 ms, scan echo time (TE) = 66 ms, α = 90°, matrix = 128 × 128, voxel dimension = 1.95 × 1.95 × 3.8 mm) [9,10,14,15]. We acquired 35 slices parallel to the bicommissural plane. Post-processing of fMRI data was done offline on a computeworkstation using Matlab (Version 5.3) and SPM99 (SPM99, The Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London, UK) [18]. The 45 volume images were automatically realigned to the first image of the time series to correct for head movements between scans,
normalized and transformed into the Talairach space [17]. Spatial and temporal smoothing were done with a Gaussian filter of FWHM = 6 × 6 × 12 mm. For the elimination of respiration and liquor pulsation related motion artefacts, high (cut-off: 0.001 Hz) and low (cut-off: 0.1 Hz) pass filtering was done. We defined a design matrix comprising contrasts testing for significant activation during DS and LS. A statistical parametric activation map was calculated for each subject on cluster level using a corrected P value of $P < 0.05$, corrected for multiple comparisons [3,4]. Anatomical location of the activated foci was assigned with the aid of the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux [17].

In the dummy condition, no significant activation was observed. The statistical analysis of the laser verum stimulation showed activations (Table 1) on the contralateral left hemisphere within the cuneus BA 18 cluster size 10, $P_{\text{corr}} < 0.049$ and the medial occipital gyrus (BA, 19 cluster size 28, $P_{\text{corr}} < 0.007$). On the contralateral right hemisphere, no activations were detected.

The results of this study are a further step to understand the underlying mechanisms of acupuncture. We found a similar activation pattern like Cho et al. with regard to the visual association cortex within BA 18 and 19 in the left hemisphere. No activation within corresponding areas of the right hemisphere could be detected. However, we could not rule out brain activity within primary visual cortex BA 17 as Cho did [1] and our activations were not bilateral. The detected BA 18 and 19 are involved in higher order visual processing.

The dummy acupuncture at the same acupoint BL 67 did not show any brain activity. Therefore, the brain activation during the LS condition must originate from the effect of laser acupuncture. We suppose that our results are reliable since we were able to perform a ‘true’ dummy (placebo) acupuncture which is not possible with needle acupuncture studies [7]. After stimulation, subjects were asked about their sensations with regard to ‘prolonged channel sensation’ (PCS or deqi), a local mixture sensation including tingling, fullness and heaviness which is typical for needle acupuncture [16] and about any visual perception. Due to the fact that laser acupuncture did not elicit PCS in our subjects, we did not have to deal with the problem whether verum acupuncture was indistinguishable from DS.

We can exclude that the tactile stimulus has any influence on the cortical activation pattern of the brain because it does not correlate with the periodicity of the time series of our paradigms. This has been proven with the DS when the tactile stimulus was a constant afferent somatosensory input which showed no brain activity. Furthermore, the constant tactile stimulus is processed via the slow adapting low threshold mechanoreceptors (Merkel and Ruffini corpuscles) to the dorsal column of the myelon, the dorsal brainstem nuclei, via the lemniscus medialis to the contralateral thalamus and further primarily to the contralateral SI and bilateral SII (BA 3a,b, 1, 2, 5). Therefore, we conclude that the brain activity we found is not due to peripheral afferent input from the dermal mechanoreceptors because our brain activation map presents only ipsilateral activity within BA 18 and 19. Due to these findings, we assume that the Merkel and Ruffini corpuscles, which are augmented at acupoints [8], are not involved in the underlying mechanism of acupuncture.

Another important finding in our study is that, for the first time, we were able to demonstrate that laser acupuncture can induce brain response. This has already been proven for needle acupuncture. With regard to the fact that with laser acupuncture we elicited only ipsilateral brain activation within the brain cortex lacking any contralateral component, we suppose that acupuncture is not based upon afferent sensory information processing. Our results are in agreement with other studies [1,2,6,7,20] that show the involvement of a corresponding brain area for a specific acupoint.

Our results are promising for future functional brain imaging studies on the therapeutic effects of acupuncture. However, many questions still remain unanswered. For instance, it has to be elucidated how these transient changes in the fMRI signal that likely correspond to changes in regional brain activity lead to therapeutic effects on the target organ. A further question is how these results in healthy subjects can be generalized and applied to patients with disorders responsive to acupuncture.

This preliminary study gives evidence that laser acupuncture can activate a network of cortical and brainstem structures in the human brain and might lead to a modulation of this neuronal network. This could constitute the initiating steps by which acupuncture regulates multiple physiological

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Size (voxels)</th>
<th>MNI-coordinates&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser on versus off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Medial occipital gyrus (BA 19)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Cuneus (BA 18)</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Statistical evaluation was done on a cluster-level inference with a P value of <0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. The same analysis of the DS shows no statistically significant activation cluster.

<sup>b</sup> MNI = Montréal Neurological Institute.
systems and accomplishes a variety of empirically obvious therapeutic effects.
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